Maine Behavioral Healthcare will provide a seamless and compassionate continuum of care through a community of providers collaborating to promote recovery and the overall mental and physical well-being of those we are privileged to serve.

2018 GOALS

- Transforming and revolutionizing behavioral healthcare in Maine, leading the way toward accountable care with a focus on improving the health of communities we serve while reducing costs.
- Coordinating inpatient (hospital acute) and outpatient (community mental health) services for a seamless continuum of care.
- Integrating mental and physical healthcare to improve whole-person health. We are embedding clinicians in medical practices, delivering services as members of the healthcare team to consult on behavioral health issues.
- April: Heroes with Heart recognizes first responders, volunteers and everyday heroes who help those who have faced traumatic events. Proceeds benefit the Trauma Intervention Program.
- July: Signs of Hope is a summer celebration to support a variety of initiatives.
- August: The annual Drive Against Child Abuse Golf Tournament raises money for children's mental health and support services not covered by insurance.
- September: The Glickman Family Center for Child & Adolescent Psychiatry Symposium is the region's most authoritative on the practice of child and adolescent psychiatry, drawing top professionals in youth psychiatry.

FUNDRAISING EVENTS/OPPORTUNITIES

Maine Behavioral Healthcare forms partnerships with foundations, corporations and individuals who share our mission. Through individual gifts and event sponsorships, we raise funds to support programs and services for our clients and their families.

- April: Heroes with Heart
- July: Signs of Hope
- August: Drive Against Child Abuse Golf Tournament
- September: The Glickman Family Center for Child & Adolescent Psychiatry Symposium

GIVING OPPORTUNITIES

With important private, foundation and corporate support, Maine Behavioral Healthcare can provide the people we serve with timely access to the best clinical and most appropriate care.

Opportunities for giving:

- Unrestricted annual fund gifts to support our most immediate patient and client needs
- Grateful Patient gifts to honor a Maine Behavioral Healthcare employee
- The Lunder Family Alliance at Spring Harbor Hospital is an innovative program to enhance young adult’s recovery through meaningful work, caring assistance and family support and education
- Education and cutting-edge research
- Matching gifts from your workplace
- In-kind gifts of new clothing, toys and gift cards for clients and their families

Please call the Development Office at (207) 661-6100 or visit our website to make a secure online gift: www.MaineBehavioralHealthcare.org/giving

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

Maine Behavioral Healthcare values the gifts of time and talent from a wide array of volunteers. Volunteer opportunities can be tailored to an individual area of interest and include the Trauma Intervention Program, fundraising and event support, administrative work and our holiday giving programs.
“Thank you so much for treating me with respect and giving me the strength to succeed!”

Mental Health Access
1-844-292-0111
MaineBehavioralHealthcare.org
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